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Abstract— We explore the interpretation of sound for robot
decision making, inspired by human speech comprehension.
While previous methods separate sound processing unit and
robot controller, we propose an end-to-end deep neural network
which directly interprets sound commands for visual-based
decision making. The network is trained using reinforcement
learning with auxiliary losses on the sight and sound networks.
We demonstrate our approach on two robots, a TurtleBot3
and a Kuka-IIWA arm, which hear a command word, identify
the associated target object, and perform precise control to
reach the target. For both robots, we show the effectiveness
of our network in generalization to sound types and robotic
tasks empirically. We successfully transfer the policy learned
in simulator to a real-world TurtleBot3.

I. INTRODUCTION

People interpret sounds they hear and interact with the
world according to their interpretations. When a human maps
a sound to meaning, the brain forms conceptual representa-
tions of the sound [1]–[3]. For example, when a person hears
the command “pick up the cellphone,” her brain associates
the sound to the concept of a cellphone so that she can act
accordingly. Inspired by human speech comprehension, we
explore whether sound commands can be directly interpreted
by the robots for visual-based decision making rather than
being first transcribed into text.

Traditional voice-controlled robots designs take a different
approach. The pipeline first transcribes sound to text with a
general-purpose automatic speech recognition (ASR) system.
Then, the text is grounded or linked to the physical objects
or logic by laborious hard-coding of linguistic and physical
rules. The separation of sound interpretation from robotic
environments may cause problems when the sound is tran-
scribed without context. For example, a house service robot
may mistakenly transcribe the command “move to the fridge”
as “move to the feet,” although the latter is clearly out of con-
text [4]. Moreover, the language understanding components
of the pipeline are mostly rule-based and therefore do not
generalize or scale beyond their programmed domains [5].

In addition, traditional voice-controlled robots do not fully
utilize the information of the sound signals which can reveal
tones or even emotions of speakers. This subtle information
is lost when a speech is transcribed to text, which may
affect the robot’s future decision making. Furthermore, some
special sounds are ignored by general-purpose ASR systems.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of our robotic tasks. Windowed image shows the robot
camera view. Left: The Kuka moves its gripper tip to the target block chosen
from four identical blocks. Middle: TurtleBot searches for, then navigates
to the target object among four objects. Right: Experimental setup showing
transfer of learned policy to a real-world system.

Examples include environmental sounds such as doorbells
and dog barking. If we want a house service robot to open
the door when it hears a doorbell or someone saying “open
the door,” the traditional ASR powered robots would likely
to fail because it cannot transcribe the sounds of doorbells
without explicitly training on this data.

In this paper, we seek to create an end-to-end learning
framework so that the robots can develop its own interpreta-
tions of sound commands for decision making. Psychological
evidence shows that young children build their conceptual
representations through multi-modal embodied sensorimotor
activities [6]–[8]. Similar to children’s early development,
our framework combines representations from the physical
state, vision, and sound. This multi-modal learning expe-
rience enables the robot to learn and build its own sound
interpretation while interacting with the world, which we call
Robot Sound Interpretation. Consider the typical scenarios of
a voice-controlled robot in Fig. 1. Given a sound command,
the robot must identify and approach the corresponding target
from the set of objects. To achieve this goal, the robots
must learn the meaning of the sound command, draw the
correspondence between the visual and audio inputs, and
develop a policy to search and reach the target.

We believe that it is beneficial for robots to develop their
own sound interpretation for the following reasons. First,
the sound feature representations can be used directly for
communication without being first translated into text for
decision making, which reduces accumulative errors. Second,
instead of separating sound transcriber from the context, the
robots learn the meaning of sounds while interacting with
its environment. Thus, the grounding process is simplified
and the learned representation is tightly related to the task
without out-of-context problems. Third, our system is general
in terms of types of sounds, robots, and robotic tasks, and
the learned sound interpretations can change and evolve.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) We present
the novel concept of Robot Sound Interpretation—learning
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policies directly from sound commands without translating
sound to text. (2) We develop a network architecture that is
trained end-to-end without hand-crafted features, allowing
us to use a wide variety of sound inputs on different
robot environments to customize the robot’s interpretation
of sounds. (3) Our network exhibits promising results in two
robot platforms: a Kuka-IIWA and TurtleBot3 in simulation.
The TurtleBot3 policy was successfully transferred to a real-
world TurtleBot3 without training on real-world data.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section III, we
formalize the problem and propose our network architec-
ture. Experiments in simulation and in the real-world are
discussed in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Voice-Controlled robots

Motivated by human’s spoken language communication,
many robotics researchers have investigated voice-controlled
robots. The usual pipeline consists of three stages. First, the
speech signal is processed by an automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) system, which transforms speech to text [9]–
[11]. Second, the text is analyzed and linked to the logic
relations or entities in the physical world [12]. The meaning
of the instruction is interpreted and understood by the robot
in this stage. Third, the robot plans and performs actions
based on the analysis [13]–[16]. Although the pipeline can
be applied to large corpuses and can handle sentences, the
pipeline suffers from several limitations. In the first stage,
off-the-shelf ASRs usually operate in a general purpose
setting and their outputs could be out-of-context to specific
robotic tasks [4], [17]. Special treatments are needed to select
the best candidate from a list of transcriptions produced by
the ASRs [9], [13]. The second stage of the pipeline is
mostly hard-coded and rule-based. Thus, a small error in any
stage can cause the failure of the entire system. However, in
our method, since the agent is situated, the meaning of the
sounds is understood within the context, and our model is
more customizable to variations of sound types and sound
to meaning mappings.

B. Natural language grounding with deep learning

Inspired by the recent success of deep learning, situated
language learning agents have been developed to execute
tasks such as navigation [18]–[20] and object finding [5],
[21] according to natural language instructions and images.
These works successfully show that a robot may learn to
understand language and perform grounding in an end-to-end
fashion. However, compared to our work, these studies are
typically conducted in highly controlled simulated environ-
ments with simpler motion models and, to our knowledge,
these agents have not been transferred to a physical robot
platform for performing a real-world task. Moreover, these
agents take text-based instructions, not sound signals, and
thus abstracting away the complexities of speech and limiting
the potential of human-robot communication. In contrast, we

use raw acoustic signals as one of the inputs and demonstrate
our robot tasks in both simulation and the real world.

C. Learning audio feedback

Acoustic signals can be used as a feedback for deep
learning based robot control tasks. Liang et al. utilized the
audio vibration to estimate liquid height in a container in
robotic liquid pouring tasks [22]. Lathuilière et al. utilized
audio signals as one of the inputs to control the gaze of
a robot [23]. Although these works showed the benefits of
training robots in acoustic environments, the problem setting
of our work is completely different. We focus on voice-
controlled robots that must understand sound commands
correctly at the beginning of robot’s task execution.

D. Cognitive architectures

Cognitive architectures such as [24], [25] also attempt to
mimic the process of human speech comprehension. How-
ever, the architectures in these works directly map sounds to
predefined robot actions in an one-to-one manner, making
the agents less capable of performing long-term decision
making [24]. Further, these works typically only utilize the
sound modality, overlooking the interplay between sound
and sight [26]. Our model actively learns a complex action
sequence combining information from images and audios.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Problem formulation

Consider an agent interacting with an episodic environ-
ment E . We model this interaction as a Markov Decision
Process, defined by the tuple 〈X ,A, P,R, γ,X0〉. For each
episode, the agent begins at a random initial state x0 ∈ X0.
At each time step t, the state xt = {S, It,Mt} ∈ X of the
agent consists of three parts: a one-time sound feature (S)
representing the command, an image (It) from its camera,
and a robot state vector (Mt) which includes information
such as manipulators’ end effector location or locomotors’
odometry. The agent then takes an action at ∈ A according
to its policy πθ(at|xt) parameterized by θ. In return, the
agent receives a reward rt and transitions to the next state
xt+1 according to an unknown state transition P (·|xt, at).
The process continues until t exceeds the maximum episode
length T and the next episode starts. Let γ ∈ (0, 1] be
the discount factor. Then, Rt =

∑∞
k=0 γ

krt+k is the total
accumulated return from time step t. The goal of the agent
is to maximize the expected return from each state. The value
of state x under policy π, defined as V π(x) = E[Rt|xt = x],
is the expected return for following policy π from state x.

B. Network Architecture

The proposed network, as shown in Figure 2, is comprised
of three interactive components: the sound interpreter, the
visual-motor integrator, and the policy learner.
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Fig. 2: The network architecture. The sound interpreter is blue, the visual-
motor integrator is yellow and green, and the policy learner is purple.
The losses Lo and Lt are only needed in the more challenging TurtleBot
environment, while Ls is applied in both environments. We use

⊕
to denote

element-wise addition and FC to denote fully connected layers.

1) The sound interpreter: The sound interpreter takes
in sound feature S and outputs an encoding, which we
call the concept vector C. This vector is the agent’s own
interpretation of the sound command, which is formed
through its interaction with the environment. This vector
encapsulates the information for the sound and mimics the
functionality of humans’ conceptual representations when
they map sound to meaning. The sound feature S ∈ RN×m is
the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) of the raw
acoustic signal [27], where N is the number of frames of the
signal and the m is the number of MFCCs for a frame. We
use Sj to denote the jth frame of S, where j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}.

A single layer bi-directional long short-term memory
(BiLSTM) network with number of units dS and zero initial
state is used to encode S [28]. Let hj = [

−→
h >j ,
←−
h >j ]

> ∈ R2dS

be the concatenated output of the forward and backward cells
of the BiLSTM at frame j. The BiLSTM output for S is
h = [h>1 ;h

>
2 ; ...;h

>
N ] ∈ RN×2dS . An attention layer over the

BiLSTM is applied to select the relevant temporal locations
over the input sequence. The final hidden states hN is first
expanded to a N × 2dS matrix. Let hA ∈ RN×4dS be the
result of concatenation between h and the expanded hN .
The unnormalized score e ∈ RN for h is e = f(hA)vA,
where f(·) are fully connected layers, the last of which
has l units, and vA ∈ Rl are trainable weights. The weight
α ∈ RN for each hj in h is calculated by a softmax function:
α = softmax(e). The weighted sum of these hj , denoted
c ∈ R2dS , is computed by multiplying the concatenated
output of the BiLSTM with the weight α ∈ RN : c = h>α.
The concept vector is given by C = g(c), where g(·) are
fully connected layers with tanh activation that transforms c
into a 64-dimensional vector.

Compared to the attention mechanism used in the literature
of neural machine translation and automatic speech recogni-
tion [29]–[31], our attention mechanism uses a score function
that does not depend on a decoder state, as our model does
not explicitly have a decoder. We found multi-head attention
beneficial in our tasks [32]. In multi-head attention, each
head generates a different attention distribution, which allows
the model to learn to attend to different locations. The agent
using multi-head attention usually achieves a slightly higher
average reward.

At test time, the sound interpreter only encodes S at the

first time step. The resulting concept vector, C, is cached
and shared throughout an episode. There are two reasons for
first-step encoding. First, first-step encoding mimics how we
humans perceive and respond to sound commands. While
the sound is transient, the interpretation of the sound can be
temporarily stored and then used to finish the intended tasks
after the sound has diminished. Second, first-step encoding
makes our system more efficient at test time because the
sound interpreter only needs to perform inference at the first
time step instead of every time step. The delay between
two neighboring time steps caused by the inference can be
decreased.

We add an auxiliary adaptation loss Ls in the sound
interpreter, which predicts the label of the received acoustic
signal. The Ls is a multi-class classification loss which helps
the sound interpreter for feature extractions.

2) Visual-motor integrator: The visual-motor integrator
takes the concept vector C produced by the sound interpreter,
the current visual observation It, and the current robot state
vector Mt as the inputs and creates a joint representation
which will be used by the policy learner. The image It
is processed by a VGG-style convolution neural network
(CNN) [33], the output of which is shared by two branches
denoted by U and L in Fig. 2. The upper branch U merges
with the features extracted from the robot state vector, and
the resulted vector is fed into a single-layer LSTM, whose
output is responsible for agent’s visual-motor skill. The
LSTM allows the model to capture information from the past,
which is important for a partially observable environment.
The lower branch L merges with the information from the
concept vector C, which forms a joint representation between
images and the agent’s interpretation of the sound.

The visual-motor integrator includes two task specific
auxiliary losses, Lo and Lt. The loss Lo is a multi-label
classification loss that predicts which of the four objects are
in It, providing a guidance of visual feature extraction for
object recognition. The loss Lt is a binary classification loss
that predicts whether the target object is in It, and thus builds
an association between the command heard by the agent and
the corresponding object in the arena.

3) Policy learner: The output of the visual-motor inte-
grator is fed into the policy learner, whose loss function is
denoted as Lpg . We use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO),
a model-free policy gradient algorithm, for policy and value
function learning [34]. We adopt the implementation from
OpenAI Baselines and modify the original implementation
so as to incorporate various types of observation from the
environment [35]. Eight instances of the environment run
in parallel for collecting the agent’s experiences, which both
accelerates and stabilizes learning. When updating the policy,
the entire history of four episodes is used for an update.

4) Joint architecture: The whole architecture combines all
components above. The whole network can be trained end-
to-end and the agent’s interpretation of sounds is optimized
by the gradient from all other components of the network. In
this way, our embodied agent learns the meanings of sound
commands from its own sensory-motor experience instead of
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completely from ground truth labels.
Our loss function Ltot is a linear combination of Lpg , Ls,

Lo, and Lt, giving:

Ltot = wpgLpg + wsLs + woLo + wtLt (1)

where wpg , ws, wo, and wt are the scalar weights for each
loss. We set wpg = ws = 1 for both environments, wo =
wt = 0 for the Kuka environment, and wo = wt = 0.5 for
the TurtleBot environment. The learning rate is 8e−6.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the sound data processing and
present two test cases in two robotic environments, as well
as training and testing the models in simulation.

A. Sound data processing

To show that our model is capable of handling various
types of sounds, we consider three types of acoustic sig-
nals: single-word speech signals, environmental sounds, and
single-tone signals.

For speech signals, we choose two sets of words from
the Speech Commands Dataset [36]. Wordset1 contains the
utterances of four numbers: “zero,” “one,” “two,” and “three.”
Wordset2 includes the utterances of four objects: “house,”
“tree,” “bird,” and “dog.” In the data preprocessing stage,
we clean the datasets by removing highly distorted and blank
recordings. For each word in the two sets, 1,000 samples are
used for training and 50 samples are used for testing.

For environmental sounds, we use UrbanSound8K Dataset
[37]. We choose “car horn,” “gun shot,” “dog bark,” and
“jackhammer”.1 For each class, at least 400 samples are used
for training and 50 samples are used for testing.

For single-tone signals, we choose four musical notes, C4

(Middle C), D4, E4, and F4, performed by various musical
instruments from NSynth datasets [38]. For each of the four
musical notes, 1,000 samples are used for training and 50
samples are used for testing.

When extracting the MFCCs for the sound signals, we
use 40 filters in the filter bank and 40 coefficients [39]. The
resulted MFCCs is padded with zeros if the number of frames
is less than 100 so that the sound feature S ∈ R100×40.

B. Robotic Environments

We design two environments to show that our model
can be applied to different robotic platforms and tasks.
The environments are implemented using PyBullet [40]. The
Kuka environment uses a location-fixed Kuka-IIWA arm,
while the TurtleBot environment uses a mobile TurtleBot3.

1) TurtleBot: The TurtleBot environment consists of a 2m
× 2m arena and four fix-sized 3D objects: a cube, a sphere,
a cone, and a cylinder. The action a = [δv, δa]

>, where δv
is the change of the desired transitional velocity vd in m/s,
and δa is the change of the desired angle φd in rad with

1For “car horn,” we use both foreground and background sound because
the amount of data in this class is small. For all the other classes, we use
only foreground sound.

respect to robot’s initial orientation. We define the update
rule for vd and φd with respect to time t as

vd[t] = 0.05δv + vd[t− 1]

φd[t] = 0.15δa + φd[t− 1]
(2)

We apply a simple proportional control on the desired angle.
We match each object with a sound. When an episode

begins, the robot is placed randomly near the center of the
arena. The four objects with randomly chosen color are
placed randomly around the robot. The environment then
randomly chooses one sound from one of the four words or
musical notes. The MFCCs of the sound, S, are extracted.
At every timestep, the TurtleBot receives a 75×100×3 RGB
image from its camera, which is cropped and resized to It of
size 96× 96× 3 for CNN processing. The robot state vector
Mt = [vd[t], φd[t]]. The time horizon, T , is 80. We define
the reward rt = rc + rd + ra + rgoal. Let dt and βt be the
safe distance and angle from the camera’s central axis to the
target object at time t. rd and ra are directly proportional to
the robot’s progress in distance and angle, respectively. The
collision penalty, rc, is −0.1 if the robot is too close to the
target object and −0.3 if the robot is too close to the other
objects and the wall.

rd = 50(−|dt|+ |dt−1|)
ra = 20(−|βt|+ |βt−1|)

(3)

rgoal =


2, if z−d ≤ dt ≤ z

+
d and z−β ≤ |βt| ≤ z

+
β

0.5, if z−d ≤ dt ≤ z
+
d or z−β ≤ |βt| ≤ z

+
β

0, otherwise.

where z+d and z−d are the upper and lower limits on the goal
distance, and z+β and z−β are the upper and lower limits on
the goal angle. Intuitively, the agent gets high reward when
it approaches to the target, while maintaining a safe distance.

2) Kuka: The Kuka environment consists of a table, a
Kuka-IIWA arm, and four identical blocks with length 0.1m
and width 0.04m. The blocks are placed in a line parallel to
one side of the table in front of the robot with even spacing.
The gripper tip can only move within an xy-plane, above the
table top. The action a = [δx, δy]

>, where δx is the change
of the desired gripper tip location in the x axis px, and δy
is the change of that in y axis py at time t. We define the
update rule for px and py with respect to time t as

px[t] = 0.01δx + px[t− 1]

py[t] = 0.01δy + py[t− 1]
(4)

Both px and py are limited within a certain range where the
gripper tip can move. We use position control for controlling
the joints of the robot.

We match each block with one word or note. When
an episode begins, the location of the gripper tip and the
blocks are initialized randomly and the environment ran-
domly chooses one sound from one of the four words. The
MFCCs of the sound, S, are extracted. At every timestep, the
agent receives an 80×80×1 black and white image It from
a fixed RGB camera. From the image, the robot can always
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see the four blocks and its gripper tip. The robot state vector
Mt = [lx[t], ly[t]]

>, where lx[t] and ly[t] are the gripper tip
location at time t. The time horizon T is 200. We define the
reward rt = rd + rgoal. Let dt be the distance between the
robot gripper tip and the target block center at time t in the
xy-plane, then rd and rgoal is defined as

rd = −0.5dt − 0.1(ln (d2t + 5× 10−5) + 3.5),

rgoal =

{
1, if Mt ∈ A
0, otherwise.

(5)

where A is the area right above the target block. Intuitively,
the agent gets high reward when its gripper is at the center
of the target block.

Agents trained in these environments will encounter differ-
ent difficulties. The agent in the Kuka environment needs to
develop spatial reasoning skills that can differentiate the tar-
get object from the four identical blocks using their relative
positional information observed from only one camera. The
agent in the TurtleBot environment needs to learn exploration
skills so as to find the target object as quickly as possible.

C. Experiment setup

We now introduce the training procedure and evaluation
of our network in simulation. In our experiments, the overall
architecture of the network is kept the same in both TurtleBot
and Kuka environments, except the following modifications.

In TurtleBot environment, we pretrain the vision module
(green component in Fig. 2) to accelerate the convergence
of the whole network. We collect image data through a self-
supervising process for all sixteen labels in simulator to
optimize Lo, where each label indicates whether an object
is in It. Using the label of these image, we optimize Lt by
replacing the concept vector to randomly generated one-hot
vectors. TurtleBot environment requires a deeper CNN and
a deeper LSTM to achieve good performance, because the
partial observability of this environment adds complexity to
the robot’s task. We train the network for 1.5×106 timesteps.

In Kuka environment, we do not need pretrained weights
to obtain a good policy as the task requires less exploration.
Lo and Lt are no longer needed since all four identical blocks
are always in the robot’s fixed camera view. We train the
network for 5× 106 timesteps.

We create a Mix dataset to show that our model can
map different sounds to one object. Mix dataset combines
Wordset2 with UrbanSound8K Dataset. The “tree” class and
the “bird” class are the same as Wordset2; the other two
classes contain an even mixture of data from two different
sub-classes: “house” is mixed with “jackhammer,” “dog” is
mixed with “dog bark.” The model must learn that more than
one classes of words have the same meaning during training,
and therefore the model’s concept vector forms an abstract
meaning of these objects. For each class, 1,000 samples are
used for training and 50 samples are used for testing.

To show that the agent’s interpretation of a sound can
evolve dynamically, we conduct an experiment denoted as
“Wordset2 → Mix.” Specifically, the agent first learns in

the TurtleBot environments for 1.5 × 106 timesteps or in
the Kuka environment for 5× 106 timesteps with Wordset2.
Then, the model is trained for additional timesteps with our
Mix dataset. In other words, the agent encounters new sounds
of “jackhammer” and “dog bark,” and must learn that both
“dog” and “dog bark” refer to the same target object. This
follows for “house” and “jackhammer.”

1) Evaluation criteria: In simulation, we test the policy
for 200 episodes (50 for each target object) with unheard
sound data. For TurtleBot environment, we define an episode
as success if the robot stays close to the target object for
more than 20 timesteps. For Kuka environment, we define
an episode as success if the gripper stays close to the target
block for more than 100 timesteps. We define success rate
as the percentage of successful episodes in all test episodes
and use it as our metric.

2) Baselines: We introduce a random walk baseline as
the poor standard for comparison, where the robots take a
random action at each timestep without any training.

D. Results

The following subsections outline our quantitative and
qualitative assessment of the system performance. We exam-
ine the learning ability, task performance, and sensitivity of
our proposed system. For quantitative measures, we conduct
a thorough ablation study on the auxiliary losses used, the
attention mechanism designed to guide the sound interpreter.

1) Embodied learning: We use two experiments to show
that (1) our robot is able to learn abstract concept and this
concept can evolve, and (2) our embodied agent understands
the meaning of the sounds within the context.

From the experiments on the Mix dataset, we show that our
model can map two sounds to one object. From Fig. 3 middle
right and Table II, the training curve and success rate of our
model on Mix dataset are similar compared with other single-
class datasets in both environments. This result suggests that
the model successfully learns to associate different sounds,
such as “dog” and “dog barking” to the same concept.

From the experiments on Wordset2 → Mix, we show
that our model’s interpretations of sound evolve dynamically.
Fig. 3 right shows the training curve of our model for the
Wordset2 → Mix experiment. As shown in Fig. 3 right and
Table II, after adding two new words on the top of our
model’s existing sound interpretations, although the reward
drops slightly at first, it is able to quickly adapt to the new
sound to meaning mappings by achieving similar reward and
success rate as before. The success rates for this experiment
reported in table II are achieved after an additional timesteps
of 0.5× 106 for the TurtleBot environment and 2× 106 for
the Kuka environment. The additional number of timesteps
needed to learn the new sounds for both environments are
much less than training the networks from scratch.

2) General to sound type and robotic tasks: We use all
three types of sound data in our experiments: Wordset1,
Wordset2, notes from NSynth dataset, environmental sounds
from UrbanSound8K dataset, and Mix dataset. From the
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TurtleBot Environment

Kuka Environment

Fig. 3: Training curves of our network in TurtleBot environment (top) and Kuka environment (bottom). Left: Comparison of our trained model
and models without different kinds of auxiliary losses. All models have 4 attention heads and are trained with Wordset1. Middle Left: Comparison of our
model with and without attention mechanism, both of which have all three auxiliary losses and are trained with Wordset1. Middle Right: Comparison of
our model trained with different sound data, all of which have all three auxiliary losses and 4 attention heads. Right: Learning process for the experiment
“Wordset2 → Mix”

Fig. 4: Trained model in simulation. Top: Simulated TurtleBot searches
and approaches its target, the green cube. The heading direction is shown
by white arrows. Bottom: Kuka-IIWA correctly chooses the target block
indicated by the blue arrow in simulator. The green vertical line indicates
the location of the gripper tip on the table top. This line is invisible by the
robot and is only for visualization purposes.

training curves (Fig. 3 (middle right)) and testing results
(Table II), we found that the performance of models with
distinct sound datasets exhibit very little difference in train-
ing and testing. Therefore, our model (1) easily generalizes to
different types of sound sources, whereas the general-purpose
ASR systems can only translate speech sound signals, and
(2) can capture the information of non-speech sound signals,
which is lost when traditional voice-controlled robots only
take translated text as inputs.

Combining 1) and 2), our model is highly customizable
to different applications as it adapts to different sound-
to-meaning mappings, sound types, and robotic tasks with
minimal changes. In contrast, the models of traditional voice-
controlled robots would need to be redesigned for any of
these changes to take place.

3) Auxiliary losses: We analyze the performance of mod-
els with auxiliary losses ablated, from both training and

testing perspective.2 We find that Ls (gray in Fig. 3 left),
helps feature extraction for the sound interpreter. For the
Kuka task, the model with Ls can achieve 8% higher success
rate at the test time (Table I), meaning that the agent
learns more robust features from Ls. For the more complex
TurtleBot environment, the Ls provides a guidance for sound
interpretation, which eases the process of policy search.

For the TurtleBot task, removing Lt + Lo (olive) or Lo
(orange) in Fig. 3 left, does not significantly affect training.
The loss’s impact is partially handled by the pretrained
weights, which also minimize Lt+Lo. However, the success
rate is reduced for ∼8% in testing (Table I). We believe
there are two reasons for this: (1) When the robot encounters
new situations unseen by the pretraining data, it cannot draw
guidance from Lo. (2) The concept vector from real sound
data is distinctive from the one-hot vector used in pretraining.
The agent cannot rebuild the association between the sound
command and the corresponding object in the arena using Lt.
Removing Lt (brown) alone results in underfitting because
the agent cannot choose the correct target. Thus, the robot
is biased towards reaching the first object insight to mini-
mize Lo. Therefore, optimizing all three auxiliary losses are
essential for TurtleBot to achieve its goal.

4) Attention vs. no attention: To examine the effectiveness
of the attention layer over the BiLSTM, we remove the
attention layer from the network and train the network with
all three types of sound for both environments. The training
curves in Fig. 3 (middle left) shows that the removal of
the attention layer negatively affects the training. Table I
shows that models with attention exhibit 8%-12% higher
performance than those without attention, which validates the

2The results of Wordset1, Wordset2, and NSynth are similar in ablations
of auxiliary losses, so we take Wordset1 as an example to analyze.
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Fig. 5: Policy execution of our model in a real-world experiment. The target is the cone. Left: Navigation map of TurtleBot controlled by our model.
The arrows indicate the orientation of the TurtleBot. Right: The same episode in the TurtleBot’s camera view. A1-F1 are the checkpoints in the trajectory
corresponding to the labels in the left subfigure.

TABLE I: Testing results of our model with ablations of
auxiliary losses and attention layers trained with Wordset1

Environment Network Success rate

TurtleBot

Attention+Lo + Lt + Ls 0.920
Attention +Lo + Lt 0.135
Attention +Lt + Ls 0.885
Attention +Lo + Ls 0.365
Attention +Ls 0.845
Attention 0.185
No attention +Lo + Lt + Ls 0.805
Random walk 0.190

Kuka

Attention +Ls 0.945
Attention 0.870
No attention+Ls 0.850
Random walk 0.000

TABLE II: Testing results of our model in both environments
with different types of sounds

Environment Dataset Success rate

TurtleBot

Wordset1 0.920
Wordset2 0.895
NSynth 0.950
UrbanSound8K 0.930
Mix 0.870
Wordset2 → Mix 0.895

Kuka

Wordset1 0.945
Wordset2 0.915
NSynth 0.910
UrbanSound8K 0.875
Mix 0.945
Wordset2 → Mix 0.930

necessity of attention layers. However, for NSynth dataset,
attention layers do not make a difference because pure tone
signals have simpler and cleaner patterns, which is easier for
our network to learn.

5) Qualitative simulation results: Fig. 4 shows the snap-
shots of the two robots successfully reaching their goals.
More demonstrations can be found in the video attachment.

V. REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our trained model’s performance on a real
TurtleBot3 Waffle Pi. We assign “house” to the cube, “dog”
to the sphere, “bird” to the cone, and “tree” to the cylinder.

To narrow the gap between rendered and real-world im-
ages, we use domain randomization to learn robust visual
features [41]. We randomize the color and texture of the
four objects, the arena wall, and the background using

the textures from the Describable Textures Dataset during
training [42]. Our model trained with domain randomization
can be transferred to the real TurtleBot3 smoothly without
further training on real world data.

In the real-world experiment, the communication between
the TurtleBot3 and its host computer is established by the
Robot Operating System (ROS). At every timestep, the
trained agent receives an image from robot’s RGB camera
and the robot state vector calculated from odometry data and
then produces an action. An episode lasts 12s. The wave files
from the sound datasets are used as the sound input. We run
a total of 40 tests (10 for each word) and count the number
of times the robot approaches the correct target object. The
results of show that the success rates for each word are
all 90.0%, which indicates that the simulation to real world
transfer is successful, even though the size, shape, and texture
of the objects in the real world are slightly different from
these in the simulation. The agent fails usually when the
target object is not recognized. In such cases, the agent still
actively searches for the target object but fails at approaching.

A typical example episode is shown in Fig. 5. Our agent
tends to find the target object with natural searching behavior.
The robot usually first steps backward and rotates to look
around for the target object. Once identified, it approaches
towards the target until it is close to the object.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Inspired by human sound interpretation, we propose a
cognitive end-to-end network for sound interpretations in
vision-based robot control tasks. Our network integrates
the image features from CNN, the sound features from a
BiLSTM with attention, and the states of the robot to learn
a policy using deep RL. We demonstrate our approach on
a TurtleBot and a Kuka arm, and transferred the trained
model to a real TurtleBot. Our experiments show promising
results in both simulator and real world. Possible directions
to explore in future work include: (1) generalizing the sound
commands from single word to phrases and sentences, (2)
using sound as feedback to our model, and (3) using sound
interpretation as a building block towards robot language
acquisition and human-robot interaction.
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